


What is the 
most spoken 
first language 
in the world? 

a) Mandarin b) English c) Spanish

Mandarin - 921,000,000
Spanish - 471,000,000
English - 370,000,000



What is the 
most spoken 
language in 
Africa? 

a) Yoruba b) Hausa c) Swahili

Swahili - 150,000,000
Hausa - 40,000,000
Yoruba / Oromo - 30,000,000



What is the 
most spoken 
language in 
the Americas? 

a) Spanish b) Portuguese c) English

Spanish - 471,000,000
English - 280,000,000
Portuguese - 209,000,000



Which country has 
the highest 
linguistic diversity 
with 820 native 
languages spoken? 

a) Mexico b) India c) Papua New Guinea



Which 
country is 
this? 

a) Greenland b) Chile c) Norway



In Patagonia, 
Chile there is a 
small population 
of people who 
speak which 
language? 

a) Somali b) Hindi c) Welsh

In 1865, 153 Welsh people bought land in Chile 
and nowadays there are ~5,000 native Welsh 
speakers.



In what 
language does 
“Hakuna 
Matata” mean 
no worries? 

a) Yoruba b) Swahili c) Igbo



In which country 
do you say “not 
my circus, not my 
monkeys”, 
meaning “not my 
problem”? 

a) Brazil b) Poland c) Morocco



In what language do 
you say “you can’t 
clap with one 
hand”, meaning 
“there are two sides 
to every story”? 

a) Italian b)Icelandic c) Bengali



In which country 
would you find 
this coke bottle? 

a) Ethiopia b) Taiwan c) Egypt



In which country 
would you find 
this Kit Kat? 

a) Japan b) Taiwan c) China

But you would 
pronounce it “Kito Kato”



In which city is 
this McDonalds? 

a) Moscow b) Athens c) Tbilisi



In which country 
would you see 
this? 

a) France b) Canada c) Switzerland



Where in the 
world is this 
Primary school 
called “Rokeby”? 

a) U.S.A b) New Zealand c) Tasmania



Where in the 
world is this town 
called “Rokeby”? 

a) U.K. b) Canada c) U.S.A



Where in the 
world is the 
“Rokeby Manor 
Hotel”? 

a) Canada b) Switzerland c) India



This shop is on 
Barking road, but 
in which country? 

a) Tasmania b) Zimbabwe c) U.S.A



Remember to get involved with: 

- Duolingo Challenge (Y7 & Y8 ONLY) 
- Guess the sweets competition (in reception)
- Language Scavenger hunt (Friday) 
- University of Exeter Competition!


